
Ca t a l o n i a ,Sp a i n
June 11-19, 2023

Join me and my family on a VIP journey through the heart of
Catalonia's wine country, where you'll have the opportunity to visit
some of the finest wineries in the region, including the Familia
Torres estate. 

In addition to the glorious wine tastings, you'll have have the
opportunity to have a guided tour of Sagrada Familia in Barcelona,
visit our 12th-century castle of Milmanda, and indulge in some of
the best cuisine Spain has to offer - including a 3* Michelin
restaurant!

This exciting trip is limited to 24 people, so if you are interested
let us know soon by calling 707-823-4365 ext 103 or email
laurend@marimarestate.com

Club Marimar Trip to:

Marimar Torres

Cost and Program Details
Cost is $6,500 per person. Includes
full program for 8 nights and 7 days,
transportation, breakfast and one
main meal per day, and guided
tours.



Sunday, June 11: Transportation from the airport to hotel
ME Sitges Terramar. Welcome party at the same hotel,
located right on the beachfront.

Monday, June 12: Visit to the Torres vineyards and winery in
Pacs del Penedes. Tasting and lunch at El Celleret, the Torres
family restaurant. Drive back to Sitges.

Tuesday, June 13: Visit and tasting to Purgatori winery at
Costers del Segre, drive to Poblet Monastery for a tour, and
lunch at our 12th century Milmanda Castle overlooking the
vineyards. Return to Sitges.

Wednesday, June 14: Visit the leading cava producer
Codorníu, in Sant Sadurni d’Anoia, with VIP tour and tasting.
Drive to Jean Leon winery for a visit and tasting and return
to Sitges for lunch.

Thursday, June 15: Check-out of hotel. Visit to Priorat,
including our vineyards and winery as well as the prestigious
winery Alvaro Palacios, where we will have a special tasting.
Exclusive lunch at a local restaurant and return to
Barcelona. Check in at 5-star Hotel Majestic on Paseo de
Gracia.

Friday, June 16: Drive to Figueres to visit the Dali Museum,
and lunch at world-famous 3*-Michelin restaurant Celler de
Can Roca in Girona, with a very special tasting menu. Return
to Barcelona.

Saturday, June 17: Guided visit to Sagrada Familia, and free
time the rest of the day for shopping or relaxing. In the
evening, dinner at Marimar’s home in Sitges. Return to
Barcelona.

Sunday, June 18: Free morning for walking or visiting
museums in Barcelona. Farewell lunch at a famous
restaurant in the city. Free afternoon for you to explore
further the city of Barcelona!

Monday, June 19: Departure from the hotel and transport
to the airport. Possibility of extending your stay at the hotel
for those interested in visiting Barcelona leisurely, on your
own.

Itinerary

"La Punta" is Sitges' distinctive church, with its
picturesque spire that appears in most postcards

Sagrada Familia, the gorgeous Antoni Gaudi's
unfinished masterpiece.

Marimar's house in Sitges, the seaside resort south
of Barcelona, is the perfect venue for a great party.

Call 707-823-4365 ext. 103 or email laurend@marimarestate.com to sign up.


